“晴且微风，宜奔，然应者寡”
The moreno hare like to start his article with some traditional Chinese sentence, which
here means: ”It’s a nice sunny day with a little bit wind, when it’s quite comfortable for a Sunday
run. However, to his surprise, there are not too many people come to the pretty park.” Though
no more than 25 people, it was also a very very nice day to spend with hares. (Definitely it was
the best thing you could do during the weekend)
In the morning, the moreno hare came a bit late (so sorry to his nice partner, who is also
the director of his hashing and haring) than the appointed time he did with the white hare,
which resulted that some pretty lady said “It’s tooooo SHORT” in the end. Also the last part of
the whole route is quite dull with only long dull road and dull flour (no check points). Ahhaha,
someone complained for this kind of solo-running, while the Moreno hare likes this kind of purerunning very much and likes to see how people complete in the straight forward running track.
The first part of the route point to the north part of Casa de Campo, with mud, dust,
checkpoint, hold_point and of course lots of false trace. To the hares’ astonishment, this time
the hashers seems to be much clever than before to discover the right route so quickly, even
they laid 7~8 checkpoint totally. As didn’t follow those swift runners, the moreno hare really
want to know how they figure out each checkpoint. The beer stop settled more than half way,
inside a piece of tree-shadow beside a narrow bridge, also with some music from kids, or more
precisely, their screaaaaming. In the beer stop, the cycler saw Mike IV first and later Ginger
ninger (Is it correctly written?) Later later, I don’t rememeber well. But the last third one should
be Scrambled dag who come late with the other two ladies. The two ladies, who devoted a lot to
the club, were in charge of the T-shirt selling for times. This time, they picked up someone who
was very very egger to run. Scrambled dag even couldn’t wait for the lady to park her car, before
he jumped out to start running. Well, coming with great motivation, this 50-times-hare failed to
find the starting direction, even the Moreno hare has made 4 big arrows together pointing the
direction.
Let’s return to the beer stop. The last comers were the couple who always come
together with their motor. After the beer stop, we came for the “pure-running” part. Exciting,
wasn’t it? Another time surprised the Moreno hare is their speed for this part. Just several
minutes after the cycler arrived the parking place from the beer stop, the first one appeared
with his heavy breath. Maybe that is why he was called a beast who set a run of 16km in the25aniversary. Later comes the returning lady, very tall, very thin, and also very fast. Then is the
late-started motor-couple, who can also go fast without their motor.
The circle, well, it’s not important to understand it or not. Just drink down down when
you hear ”down down downdddd….”, and also watch out for flying beers when people drinking.
It seemed everyone got a cup of beer. Eeer,it’s hard to remember everything. Well, someone
drank for bullsheet_1711, he deserve it. The fastest man lost his first place with down-downbeer for not calling when ahead; while the fastest women also drank and got the crown of toilet

for her question when seeing the symbol “T” with 3 dots, which, haha, was charted by the
Moreno hare. Well, some young lady saw her last time in Madrid hash. Wish her everything
goes well in NewYork. However, the moreno hare thought it was never the last time in Madrid.
As American, she should speak like the muscle president of California, “I will be back”. Besides,
the circle time might be an opportunity for the leg-muscle training, as you cannot lean. So, next
time, “before the circle, I should drink a bottle of beer by myself as a pre-punishment, and then
ask for the authority to lean.” Ahahaha that may be the thought of someone.
Finally, although we had fewer people last Sunday, but we still have many very kind and
nice persons who take delicious food to share with others. It’s great, especial together with the
above-9- champagne. As to the point, besides exciting of high grade, the moreno hare also
considered whether the willingness of drinking champagne affects the grade What a nice day,
ended with the hope of coming again!

————This bull-sheet is really a big bullshit for the Moreno hare, coz he really feels like taking
some English examination like IELTS, TOEFL or GRE..
On! On!
Marco
马翔

